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HARMONIC DIFFEOMORPHISMS BETWEEN
HADAMARD MANIFOLDS

PETER LI, LUEN-FAI TAM AND JIAPING WANG

Abstract. In this paper, we study the Dirichlet problem at infinity for har-

monic maps between complete hyperbolic Hadamard surfaces. We will address

the existence and uniqueness questions relating to the problem. In particular,

we generalize results in the work of Li-Tam and Wan.

0. Introduction

In a series of papers [L-T 1], [L-T 2] and [L-T 3], the first two authors consid-

ered the existence, uniqueness and boundary regularity theory for the Dirichlet

problem at infinity for proper harmonic maps between hyperbolic spaces. If

we denote Hm to be the m-dimensional hyperbolic space with constant -1

sectional curvature, then using the Poincaré disk model, we can represent Hm

by the unit m-disk Dm endowed with the Poincaré metric ds^m = (1_42)2^q ,

where p denotes the Euclidean distance to the origin and dsl is the Euclidean

metric. The geometric compactification is given by the natural compactification

of Dm by the unit (m - l)-sphere Sm_1. Using this identification, a map from

Sm_1 to S"-1 can be viewed as a map from infinity of W" to infinity of M".

Let us summarize some of the results in [L-T 1], [L-T 2] and [L-T 3] as follows:

Theorem (Li-Tam). Let 0 : §(m-1) —> §("-') be a Cx map which has nowhere

vanishing energy density. Then there exists a unique harmonic extension h :
W" -► H" o/0 which is in Cx(Ë>m , D"). Also, if cf> is in Ck>a(^m-V , §("""),

for some 1 < k < m and some 0 < a, then h is in Ck-7(Bm, 0") for some

0 < y < a.

We would like to mention that the existence part of this theorem for the

special case when m = 2 = n and for C3 boundary maps which have nowhere

vanishing energy density was independently proved by Akutagawa [A].

Using a different point of view, Wan [W] studied harmonic diffeomorphisms

between hyperbolic 2-spaces via their associated Hopf differentials. By using the

fact that [C-T] the Gauss map of a constant mean curvature cut in a Minkowski

space-time is a harmonic map into hyperbolic space, Wan established that there

is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of equivalent classes of constant

mean curvature cuts and the equivalent classes of quadratic differentials in H2.
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The equivalent relation on the set of constant mean curvature cuts is given by

the isometries and the equivalent relation on the set of quadratic differentials is

given by composition with Möbius transformations. In the second part of his

paper, Wan also proved that:

Theorem (Wan). Let h : H2 —► H2 be an orientation preserving harmonic dif-

feomorphism of hyperbolic 2-spaces. Then h is quasi-conformal if and only if h
has uniformly bounded energy density.

In this paper, the authors will, to some extent, generalize the above theo-

rems to the class of hyperbolic Hadamard surfaces which are complete, sim-

ply connected, Riemannian surfaces with Gaussian curvature K bounded by

-K < K < 0 for some constant 0 < k and have positive lower bounds for their

spectra. In the first section, we will show that a hyperbolic Hadamard surface

is quasi-isometrically and conformally equivalent to the hyperbolic 2-space H2

with constant curvature -1. Part of the argument (Theorem 1.1) which involves

estimating the energy density of a conformai map from H2 into a hyperbolic

Hadamard surface can be generalized to higher dimension and is interesting in
its own right.

In §2, we will show that (Corollary 2.1) if h : M —► N is a harmonic diffeo-
morphism between two hyperbolic Hadamard surfaces, then h has uniformly

bounded energy density if and only if h is quasi-conformal. This generalizes

Wan's theorem to this category of surfaces.

In the point of view of solving the Dirichlet problem at infinity, we will

consider the existence theory in §3. Since a hyperbolic Hadamard surface is

quasi-isometrically and conformally equivalent to H2, we can identify its geo-
metric boundary with S1. Let M and N be two hyperbolic Hadamard surfaces.

For some 0<a,let 0 : S1 —»S1 be a Cx'a map which has nowhere vanishing

energy density, then we will show that (Corollary 3.1) 0 has a harmonic exten-

sion h : M -* N which is Cx,y up to the boundary for any 0 < y < a. Note

that we have not been able to prove the existence theorem for C1 boundary

maps. This is due to the fact that we are not assuming that the target manifold

has strictly negative curvature.

Finally, in §4, we will prove a uniqueness theorem similar to the above stated

theorem of Li-Tam. We will show that if hx, /12 : M —> N are two harmonic

maps between two hyperbolic Hadamard surfaces which are C1 up to the

boundary and share the same boundary map cf> that has nowhere vanishing

energy density, then hx = /?2.

The authors would like to thank Tom Wan for many valuable discussions

and his interest in this work.

1. QUASI-CONFORMALITY IMPLIES BOUNDED ENERGY

Theorem 1.1. Let M he a complete n-dimensional manifold with Ricci curvature

bounded from below by -(h-I)km for some constant Km > 0. Suppose N is an

n-dimensional manifold with non-positive sectional curvature and that the lower

bound of the spectrum of N is positive and bounded by k > 0. If h : M —» N is
a quasi-conformal harmonic diffeomorphism from M onto its image, then there

exists a constant C(n, km , k, p) > 0 depending only on n, km , k, and the

quasi-conformal constant p, such that e(h) < C.
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Proof. The fact that k > 0 is the lower bound of the spectrum of N implies

that

/ \VNf\2dVN >k( f2dVj
Jn Jn

N

for all smooth functions / with compact support on N. Let g be a smooth

function with compact support. Suppose n > 2, for any a > 1, let f = ga

and apply Schwarz inequality, we have

n-2 2

> a2 f \g\2a-2\VNg\2dVN
Jn

= /  \VNga\2dVN
Jn

>kf \g\2adVN.
Jn

By choosing a — f,  this implies that

The above inequality is obviously true for n = 2. Using the fact that /z is a

diffeomorphism, the inequality can be written as

J |V„0 o h~x \ndVN > i2^- j   y |0 o A"1 \ndVN

for all smooth functions 0 with compact support on M. The chain rule and

the identity d(h~x) = (dh)~x assert that if

a(x) =        inf       \dh(v)\
{v£Mx | M = l}

then

|ViV(0°/!-1)|(x)<a-1(x)|VA/0|(x).

Observe that the Jacobian J(h) of A is given by dVN = J(h)dVM and

a(x)n < J(h)(x) < (£i^£) V .

On the other hand, quasi-conformality implies that

é>(/2)(x)<(l + (K-l)//2)a(jc)2.

Hence

(ïï^?î)'„ww,(^'-^)')
2^/1^'■k-,l2\ 2

We conclude that
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For a fixed point p £ M, let us choose 0 to be a smooth function supported

on Bp(2) with the property that

(1) 4>=I on Bp(l),
(2) 4>>0 on M,  and

(3) \VM4>\ < 3 on M.

Applying ( 1.1 ) to 0, we have

3"FX(2)> ( rnlfX   n 2\    Í     e(h)UVM.
\Jñ(I + (n- \)p2)J   JBx(X)

On the other hand, since M has Ricci curvature bounded from below by

-(« - \)km, the volume comparison theorem implies that Vx(2) <

C(n,KM)Vx(\), for some constant depending only on n and Km- Hence there

exists a constant Cx(n, km, k, p) > 0 such that

C, > vx(l)~x [    e(A)t.
Jbx(\)

Since h is a harmonic map, the Bochner formula for the energy density gives

the inequality

Ae(h) > -(«- l)KMe(h).

Applying the mean value inequality as obtained in [L-T 1], we conclude that

there exists a constant C2(n, km , k, p) > 0 such that

C2 > e(h)(p)

for all p £ M. Hence the theorem is proved.

Corollary 1.1. Let M be a complete surface with metric given by ds2M and has

Gaussian curvature bounded from below by -Km far some constant km > 0.

Suppose N is another surface with metric given by ds2^ which has non-positive

curvature and a positive lower bound k for the spectrum. If M and N are

conformally equivalent given by a conformai map h : M —► N, such that

h*(ds2N) = y/ds2M

for some positive function y/. Then there exists a constant C(km , k) > 0 de-

pending only on Km and k such that y/ < C(km , k).

Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 1, the facts that a conformai map

is harmonic in dimension 2 and the energy of h is given by y/.

Corollary 1.2. Let M be a complete surface which has non-positive Gaussian

curvature and is also bounded from below by -Km far some Km > 0. Suppose
the universal covering M of M has a positive lower bound for the spectrum,

then there exists a complete surface N with constant -1 curvature that is quasi-

isometrically and conformally equivalent to M. Moreover, any two hyperbolic

Hadamard surfaces must be conformally and quasi-isometrically equivalent to

each other.

Proof. The uniformization theorem asserts that M is conformally equivalent

to a complete surface with constant -1 curvature. Let h : M —> N be the

conformai map. Consider h : M —> H2 to be the lift of h to the universal

coverings of M and TV. We can write

~h*(d$p) = y/ds2Ñ.
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Applying Corollary 1.1 to h~x : B2 —> M, we conclude that y/~x is bounded

from above. On the other hand, a generalized Schwarz lemma of Yau [Y]

asserts that y/ < Km- Hence y/ is uniformly bounded away from 0 and oo.

This proves the first part of the Corollary. When M is simply connected, 7Y

can be taken to be the hyperbolic space and the second part of the Corollary

follows immediately.

2. Bounded energy implies quasi-conformality

Theorem 2.1. Let M be a hyperbolic Hadamard surface, and N be a complete

simply connected surface with Gaussian curvature Kn satisfying

0 > Kn > -kn

for some constant Kn > 0. Suppose h : M —> N is a harmonic diffeomor-

phism from M onto N. Then h is quasi-conformal if its energy density e(h)

is uniformly bounded.

Proof. Let us first observe that in dimension 2, harmonicity is a conformai

invariant for the domain manifold. On the other hand, by the uniformization

theorem, M is conformally equivalent to the hyperbolic space. If we write the

hyperbolic metric as ds2 = yds2M, then the energy density e(h) of h with

respect to the hyperbolic metric is given by e(h) = y/'xe(h). By Corollary 1.2,

y/ is uniformly bounded away from 0 and oo. Therefore it suffices to prove

the theorem for M being the hyperbolic space.

In this case, Wan's argument [W] with some slight modifications will provide

the proof. We will give an outline here for the sake of completeness. Using the

same notation as in [W], in terms of local holomorphic coordinates, we have

Alog\dh\ = -KN(\dh\2-\dh\2)-l

= -KN\dh\2(I-p2)-\

where p = jf^j is the local quasi-conformal constant. The fact that h is a

diffeomorphism implies that

J(h) = \dh\2-\8h\2>0,

hence

p < I.

To establish the fact that h is quasi-conformal, we need to prove that ft < 1 - e

for some e > 0. If we write w = log \dh\,  then (2.1) becomes

(2.2) e~2w A(-w) = KN (\ - p2) + e~2w.

Let us define a new metric by ds2 = \dh\2ds2M. Since h is a diffeomorphism

(see page 10 of [S]), the pull-back metric h*(dsN) is dominated from above by

2ds2, hence ds2 is also a complete metric. In terms of the Laplacian of the

metric ds2, equation (2.2) can be written as

A(-w) = KN (1 - p2) + e~2w.

The generalized maximum principle of [C-Y] implies that -w is bounded from

above with the upper bound given by

kn > e~2w.-
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Therefore

\dh\2>—.
kn

The assumption that h has bounded energy density and the identity

e(h) = \dh\2 + \dh\2

implies that \dh\2 is also bounded from above. It follows that ds2 is uniformly

equivalent to ds2M. For any given a > 0, there exists r0 > 0 such that the

volume of geodesic balls for the metric ds2M satisfies

Vx(r) > exp(ar)

for any r > r0 and x £ M. Hence there exists rx > 0 such that this estimate

on the volume is also valid for the metric ds2 for all r > rx and for all x £ M.

However, (2.1) implies that the Gaussian curvature for the metric ds2 is given

by

(2.3) K = KN(\-p2)

which is non-positive and bounded from below by -Kn- Hence, the simply

connected manifold M together with the metric ds2 has no cut-points. Gauss-

Bonnet asserts that

(2.4) /      K = - /        kg + 2n
Jèx(r) Jdßx(r)

where kg is the geodesic curvature with respect to the unit outward normal

vector and B(r) is the geodesic ball centered at x with radius r for the metric

ds2. However, the fact that ds2 has no cut-points implies that

j.JdBx(r

r       d2Vx(r)

Kg -     dr2

Hence, together with (2.4), we conclude that

Vx(r) = f f \2n - (     k\
Jo   JO    \ Jbx(r)     J

The exponential estimate of Vx(r) implies that

exp(ar)< f f  \2n - [      K
Jo   Jo    \ JÈx(r)      j

for r >rx. The non-positivity of K imples that for a fixed sufficiently large r,

we have

/,
K < -kn

lBx(r)

for all x . Together with (2.3) this implies that

(2.5) /     (\-p2)>\.
JÈr(r)

2)> I-

ftr(r)

On the other hand, a direct computation as in [W] shows that

Alogp = KN\dh\2(l-p2)
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where Â is the Laplacian on M with respect to the metric ds2.  Hence, in

terms of the metric ds2 we can write this as

A(l - p2) < -2KN(I - p2) < 2kn(I - p2).

Since ds2 is quasi-isometric to the hyperbolic space, the de-Gorgi-Nash-Moser

theory asserts that there is a constant C > 0 such that

1 - p2(x) ^ n l     n     -2">C f     (l-p2
J6x(r)

Applying (2.5), we conclude that p is uniformly bounded away from 1, and

that h is quasi-conformal.

Combining Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 and lifting the harmonic map to the uni-

versal coverings, we obtain the following generalization of Wan's theorem.

Corollary 2.1. Let M and N are surfaces whose universal coverings M and Ñ

are hyperbolic Hadamard surfaces. Let h : M —> N be a harmonic diffeomor-

phism from M onto its image which induces an injection of nx (M) into nx (N).

Then h is quasi-conformal if and only if its energy density is uniformly bounded.

3. Existence theory

Let ds2 and ds2 = e2u ds2 be two conformally equivalent metrics defined on

an «-dimensional Riemannian manifold N. Suppose M is an m-dimensional

Riemannian manifold and h : M -* N is a C2 mapping from M into N. Let

{6i}\<i<m be orthonormal coframes of the manifold M. The first structural

equations are given by

de i = dij a dj

with

dij = -6ji.

Similarly, let {ojá}x<a<n be orthonormal coframes of the manifold N with re-

spect to the metric ds2, and {cDa}x<a<„ be orthonormal coframes with respect

to the metric ds2. Since ds2 = e2u ds2,  the coframes can be taken to be

(3.1) coa = eucoa.

Their first structural equations are given by

d0Ja = 0)aß A Cüß , COaß = -COßa

and

dü)a = coaß A Cüß ,        (ßaß = -0)ßa.

Direct computation yields that

(3.2) 0)aß = coaß + uacüß- uß œa.

For a C2 map h : M —» N, the energy densities of h with respect to the

two metrics ds2 and ds2 are given by

e(h) = Y^i)2—
a, ¡
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and

e(h) = Y(äai)2'
a, i

where aa¡ and aa¡ are defined by

h*(ooa) = aaidi

and

h*(oja) = üaidi.

By (3.1), we conclude that

(3.3) -aal = euohaai.

The tension field of h with respect to the metric ds2 in terms of the orthonor-

mal coframes {coa} is given by

xa — y ^ aaa

where aaa is determined by the expression

Y aaU ei = da*i - Y üaJ diJ + 12 üßi h*(œfic)-
J J ß

Similarly, the tension field of h with respect to the metric ds2 in terms of the

orthonormal coframes {cDa} is given by

i

with

(3.4) Y °*iJ eJ = da<*> - H a°j eU + 12 aßih* (%«)•
j j ß

Exterior differentiating (3.3) yields

daai = euoh daai + euoh (uß o h) aßj aai B}.

Substituting this, (3.2) and (3.3) into (3.4) gives

Ya«ij0j = euoh12a°u8J

j
,«o/¡+ euoh ((uß o h) aßi aai + (uß o h) aßi aaj - (ua o h) aßi aßj) Oj.

Hence the tension fields are related by

(3.5) xa = euoh ¡xa + 2 Y(uß ° h) aßi a<*i - ("« ° h) 12^¡)2

\ ß,i ß,i

Let us now consider the case when N is a complete simply connected surface

with Gaussian curvature satisfying -Kn < Kn < 0 for some constant kn > 0.

We assume that N is given by the unit disk D2 in E2 with metric ds2 =
e2uds^2, where i/s22 is the hyperbolic metric, and that u is bounded. Let cp

be a conformai map which maps the upper half-space of R2 to D2, then 7Y
can also be identified as the upper half-space with metric e2uo'l'ds2l2. If we use
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the Poincaré disk model for N, so that the metric of N is ds2 =   4^"2)2dsl,

where ds^ is the Euclidean metric on D2, and r is the Euclidean distance to

the origin, then
AN u = -1 - KNe2u.

By the assumption that both u and Kn are bounded and using Corollary 1.2,

we have

(3.6) A0u = O ((I - r)'2) ,

and by Theorem 3.9 in [G-T], this implies that

(3.7) |V0m| = O ((1 -/•)-') ,

where Ao is the Euclidean Laplacian and Vo is the Euclidean gradient. We are

now ready to prove an existence theorem for the Dirichlet problem at infinity

from H2 to N.

Theorem 3.1. Let E2 be the standard 2-dimensional hyperbolic space. Let N

be a complete surface such that N = (D2, ds2), where ds2 = e2uds^2, and

ds2^ is the hyperbolic metric. Suppose u is uniformly bounded in D2, and the

Gaussian curvature of N satisfies the bound -Kn < Kn < 0 for some constant
Kn > 0. Let 0 : S1 —> S1 be a Cx'a map from the standard circle to itself which

has nowhere vanishing energy density for some 0 < a < I. If the geometric

boundary of M2 at infinity with respect to the hyperbolic metric is identified with

S1, then there exists a harmonic map h : H2 —> N such that h = 0 on S1.

Furthermore, if h is viewed as a map from D to D , then h is Cx'y up to the

boundary for all 0 < y < a.

Proof. Theorem 4.2 of [L-T 2] asserts that there exists a solution h to the

Dirichlet problem for harmonic map from H2 into H2 such that h = cj> on S1 .

Moreover, h has bounded energy density with respect to the hyperbolic metric

on D2 and hence also with respect to the metric ds2 on N. In addition, h is

Cx'y up to the boundary for all 0 < y < a, when viewed as a map from D
_2

to D . The formula (3.5) between the tension fields of h with respect to the

hyperbolic metric and the metric ds2 on D2 implies that

xa(h) = euoh    2 Y("ß ° h) aßi aai - (ua o h) ^(^¿)2    ,

V ß,' ß>>     i
where a = 1,2, and xa is the component of the tension field of h with

respect to the metric ds2 in N. However, by Lemma 1.3 of [L-T 2], h must
be conformai on the boundary S1, and if H2 is identified with D2 with metric

(1 _4 2)2 ¿fao where dsl is the Euclidean metric, then

(3.8) C"1 <   l   ry'   < C^    I-PJP)
1 - r(h(p)) Z

for some constant C > 0. Since h is Cx>y,  when computed in terms of the

hyperbolic metric

(3.9) \aßl-8ßi\ = 0((\-pY)
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as p tends to the geometric boundary of H2. By (3.5)—(3.9), we have

(3.10) \\x(h)\\ = o{(\-Py)

as p —> oo. This implies that ||t(/z)|| £ Lq(U2) for sufficiently large q. By

Theorem 5.2 of [L-T 1], h can be deformed to a harmonic map h : M2 —> N

which has 0 as a boundary map. In order to prove that h is Cx'y up to the

boundary, note that by Theorem 5.2 of [L-T 1], h has bounded energy density

and dN0i(p), h(p)) -»0 as p -> oo. Using the fact that KN < 0, we may
proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 in [L-T 2] to obtain

(3.11) \h(p) - h(P)\ = O ((1 - p(p))x+y log (j-L^J)

as p -> oo. If we use the upper half-space models for H2 and N, and write

Hx, y) = (f(x, y), g(x, y)) and h(x, y) = (f(x, y), g(x, y)) with y > 0
and g,  g > 0, then

(3.12) Aof = ux (iVosI2 - |Vo/|2) - 2 (u2 - i) (V0/, V0¿r)

and

(3.13) Aog = -(u2- i) (|V0g|2 - |Vo/|2) - 2ux(Vof, V0g),

where ux = §f°h and u2 = ff°« • By (3.11), it is easy to see that g(x, y) and

g(x, y) are comparable as y —> 0. Since h has bounded energy density, so /
and g have bounded Euclidean gradients near v = 0 for bounded x . Using

these facts and (3.11)—(3.13), one can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.2

in [L-T 2] and show that h is Cx'y' up to the boundary for all 0 < y' < y.
This completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 3.1. Let M and N be hyperbolic Hadamard surfaces. Then according

to Corollary 1.2, M and N are quasi-isometrically and conformally equivalent

to E2. Let 0 : S1 —> S1 be a Cx -Q map from the standard circle to itself which
has nowhere vanishing energy density for some 0 < a < 1. If the geometric

boundaries of M and N at infinity are identified with S1, then there exists a

harmonic map h : M —» N such that h = 0 on S1. Furthermore, if h is viewed

as a map from D   to D , then h is Cx'y up to the boundary for all 0 < y < a.

4. Uniqueness theory

Let N be a hyperbolic Hadamard surface. Then by Corollary 1.2, N is

given by the unit disk D2 in K2 with metric ds2 = e2uds^2, where ds2^ is

the hyperbolic metric. Suppose cp is a conformai map which maps the upper

half-space of E2 to D2, then N can also be identified as the upper half-space
with metric e^^ds2^ .

Lemma 4.1. Let qo be a boundary point at infinity of N. Using the upper

half-space model for N, we may assume qo = (fo,0). Let us denote U to

be the intersection of the Euclidean ball Bqo(r)  with the upper half-space, for
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some r > 0.  Given an e > 0 there is a constant 0 < ß < 1 such that for all

9 = (f,g), 9 = (f, g) in U and \q - q\ < ßg, we have

\gV0u(q) - gV0u(q)\ < a.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, using the fact that u is bounded and

A0u = 0(g~2) where A0 is the Euclidean Laplacian, Theorem 3.9 in [G-T]
asserts that there are constants Ci, C2 > 0 such that for all q = (/, g) in U,

(4.1)

and

(4.2)

sup \u\ +g sup \Vou\ + g2 sup |A0w| < Ci
B,({-g) B„(\g) Bq({-g)

I?-il
|V0m(«)-#V0m(í)|

( 7        N
< C2 I  sup \u\ + sup dq\Aou\

\B,({g) Bq({g) j

log
iqq

Q-Q\
+ 1

)•

where dqq = min(dq, dq), and dq* is the Euclidean distance of a point q' to

dBq(\g). Here and in what follows, the notation Bq(t) denotes the Euclidean

ball of radius t with center at q. Let q and q as in the lemma, then

(4.3) \gV0u(q) -gV0u(q)\ <\g-g\ \V0u(q)\ + g\V0u(q) - gV0u(q)\.

By (4.1), and the assumptions on q and q,

(4.4) \g - g\ \V0u(q)\ < 8g \V0u(q)\ < Cx8.

First by choosing ß < j , then by (4.1) and (4.2), we have

c?|Vom(^)-^Vom(^)|<C2C,
1 10-il

ß    d,QQ

log  d^
\9-Q\

+ 1

Since 1^-il < -J— and that /logt -> 0 as i-»0,we can choose ß sufficiently
"49 j

small such that

(4.5)

By (4.3)-(4.5), we have

\9
'VQ

lOg 7^4 + l) <e-

\gVou(q) -gV0u(q)\ < Cxß + CxC2(l + ß)
\~ß

The lemma follows by choosing ß < e and sufficiently small.

Suppose h : tf —> A/_is a proper harmonic map such that when viewed

as a map from D2 to D2 is C1 up to the boundary. Using the upper half-

space model for the domain and target, h can be expressed as h(x, y) =

(f(x, y), g(x, y)).

Lemma 4.2. Let h be a proper harmonic map from B2 to N, which is Cx up

to the boundary. Let p¡ —* o = (0, 0) in the domain such that q¡ = h(p¡) =

(f, gi) for some f with g¡• —» 0. Suppose h is not conformai at (0, 0) then
gi u(q¡) - 1 as 1 -» 00.

Proof. Let V be the intersection of B0(r) and the upper half-space containing

all Pi in the domain, and let U be the intersection of Bq(r) and the upper
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half-space in the target containing all q,■, where q = (f, 0) . Since A is C

up to the boundary, there is a constant C3 > 1 such that for all p, p' £ V

(4.6) \h(p)-h(p')\<C}\p-p'\.

In particular, if p¡ = (x¡, y¡), since h(x¡, 0) = (f¡, 0) we have

(4.7) gj < C3y¿.

Given e > 0 let 0 < ß < \ be the constant in Lemma 4.1 for the neighborhood

U. Let e, = ^ , then e, < /?y, < jv, because of (4.7). Therefore BPi(e¡) lies

in the interior of the upper half-space. Without loss of generality, since e, —► 0
as ¿—>oo, we may assume that BPi(e¡) lies inside V for all i. By the argument

of [L-T 2], there is a sequence {/?,■} such that \p¡ - p¡\ < e, and

(4.8) e,A0/(À)-0

as i —> 00 . If we write q¡ = h(p¡) = (f¡, g¡), then by (4.6), we have

f4 g) \9i - Qi\ = \h(Pi) - h(pi)\ < C, \Pi - pi\
[   '   ' < CX€i = ßgi.

Since h is harmonic, using (3.5) in the rectangular coordinates (x, y) for the

domain and (/, g) for the target, we have

gAo/=<?Wi(|Vo^|2-|Vo/|2)-2(<?M2-l)(Vo/,V0^)

and

gA0g = - (gu2 - 1) (|V0g|2 - |V0/]2) - 2gux(Vof, Vog),

where ux = fj ° h and U2 = f| ° h . Therefore, (4.8), (4.9) and the definition

of e, implies that

(4.10)

gi Mi (A) (|Vo/|2(À) - |VoáT|2(p,)) + 2 ((¡i u2(qt) - 1) (V0/(Ä), Vog(PÙ) - 0

as i —> 00 . By (4.9) and Lemma 4.1,

(4.11) \giUk(qi)-giUk(9i)\<€

for all i and for k = 1, 2. Since h is C1 up to the boundary, because of

(4.1), (4.10), and (4.11), we see that

lim sup giUx(ql)(\V0f\2(Pi)-\Vog\2(Pi))

+ 2 (q, u2(9i) - 1) (Vof(Pi), Vog(Pi))

< 4eC32.

Letting e —> 0,  this implies that

ft Ki(0«) (|Vo/|2(A) - |V0<?|2(A)) + 2 te,u2(qt) - 1) <Vo/(p/), Vo^O/)> - 0,

as / —> 00. Similarly, one can also prove that

(gi u2(9d - 1) (|Vo712(/>/) - |Vo<?|2(/>,)) - 2q¡ ux(q,)(Vof(Pi), V0g(Pi)) - 0
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as i —► oo. The estimate (4.1) asserts that

((giU2(9i) - I)2 + (ftwi(ii))2) (|Vo/|2(A) - |V0g|2te;)) - 0,

and

((gi u2(q,) - I)2 + (gi «ite,))2) (Vof(Pi), Vog(Pi)) - 0

as i ->oo. If // is not conformai at (0, 0) then

g¡u2(9i)- 1 -*0

as i -» oo,  and the proof of the lemma is completed.

Lemma 4.3. Let h be a proper harmonic map from H2 onto N which is Cx

up to the boundary when viewed as a map from D2 to D2. Suppose that the

boundary map has nowhere vanishing energy density then h is conformai at

every point of the boundary.

Proof. Let us first prove that h must be conformai at some boundary point.

Assuming the contrary, since the boundary map has nowhere vanishing energy

density h must be surjective. Let (/, 0) be a boundary point in the target.

Consider any sequence g¡■ —» 0, and let q¡ = (f, g¡). Since h is onto, there

exists Pi in the domain so that h(p¡) = q¡. Passing to a subsequece, we may

assume without loss of generality that p¡ —»(0,0). Since h is not conformai

at (0,0),  Lemma 4.2 asserts that

giU2(q¡)- 1 -»0

as i —» oo . Since {g¡} is an arbitrary sequence we conclude that g u(q) - 1 —»0

as g —» 0, where q = (f, g). However this implies that u is unbounded,

which is a contradiction. Hence h must be conformai at some point at the

boundary. Since h is C1 up to the boundary, the set of boundary points

at which h is conformai is closed. Using the upper half-space model for the

domain and the target. Suppose h is conformai at (0,0), then gy(0, 0) ^ 0

because fx(0, 0) ^ 0 and gx(0, 0) = 0. Hence gy ^ 0 near (0,0). However,

at a boundary point (x, 0) so that gy ^ 0, h is a local C1 diffeomorphism.

Therefore if h(x, 0) = (/, 0), then for any g, —> 0, and if q¡ = (/, g¡) one

can find a sequence p¡ —» (x, 0) such that h(p¡) = q¡. If h is not conformai at

(x,0), then by Lemma 4.2, we have g¡ u2(f, gi) —»1 as i —» oo . Since g¡ —» 0

is an arbitrary sequence, so g U2(f, g) - 1 —» 0 as g —» 0 . This is impossible

since u is bounded. Therefore h is conformai in a neighborhood of (0, 0)

on the boundary. Hence the boundary points at which h is conformai is also

open. Since h is conformai at some boundary point, so h must be conformai

everywhere at the boundary.

Theorem 4.4. Let N be a hyperbolic Hadamard surfaces. Suppose hx and /z2 are

two proper harmonic maps from HI2 —» N such that when viewed as maps from
_2 _2
D to D they are Cx. If the maps hx and h2 when restricted to the boundary

are given by the same boundary map <fi : Sx —» S1 which has nowhere vanishing

energy density, then hx = /z2.

Proof. By Lemma 4.3, both hx  and /^  are conformai on the boundary of
_2
D . Following the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [L-T 2] we conclude that the dis-

tance between the two maps with respect to the hyperbolic distance satisfies
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dwAh\(p), h2(p)) -> 0 as p -» oo. The fact that N is quasi-isometric to H2

implies that dff(hi(p), h2(p)) —> 0 as p —» oo. Moreover the assumption that

N has non-positive curvature implies that dn/(hx(p), h2(p)) is subharmonic.

The maximum principle asserts that dx(h\, h2) = 0 and hence hx =h2.
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